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As there are several hundred piano studies by Czerny, it might become confusing to attempt to pick out the most effective
exercises. To overcome this problem, Heinrich Germer, the original editor, chose those he thought were best. Willard A. Palmer
has made several changes to metronome markings, fingerings and pedal indications where he felt certain passages needed
clarification.
Book 4 is filled with tuneful and challenging etudes that are sure to please while focusing on specific concepts such as melody
voicing in chords, tone production, phrase shaping with disjunct melody, chord leaps, arpeggios, trills, melody shared between the
hands, chromatic scales, parallel motion scales, shaping melody in a complex texture, octave tremelos and so on. Composers
featured are J. C. Bach, Burgmüller, Gurlitt, Reinhold, Gasparini, Rebikov, Czerny, Streabbog, Schumann, Duvernoy and more.
Polish composer Moritz Moszkowski (1854-1925) wrote brilliant piano music similar to the early-Romantic style of Chopin,
Mendelssohn and Schumann. Written for advancing pianists, each etude is a study in drama, mood and expression as well as
finger technique. Hinson's edition contains a biographical sketch of the composer, a discussion of his style, and a helpful
performance analysis of each etude.
Mozart's four sonatas for one piano, four hands, are the first important works in the piano duet literature. This carefully researched
edition contains historical information, in-depth notes on performing Mozart's piano music, editorial fingering and metronome
marks, as well as realizations of many ornaments. Titles: * Sonata in D Major, K. 381 (123a) * Sonata in B-flat Major, K. 358 (186c)
* Sonata in F Major, K. 497 * Sonata in C Major, K. 521
Book 3 includes attractive musical etudes by Carl Czerny, Johann F. Burgmuller and Stephen Heller and select exercises by
Charles-Louis Hanon. The studies are organized into four units, each focusing on mastering a particular skill. Performance
suggestions for each study are included, along with composer biographies and suggested practice alternatives for the Hanon
etudes. Includes 16 studies by Czerny, 5 by Burgmuller (including "The Pearls" and "The Storm"), and 8 by Heller (including
"Through Wind and Rain" and "Novelette"). 80 pages.
Book 3 includes attractive musical etudes by Carl Czerny, Johann F. Burgmuller and Stephen Heller and select exercises by
Charles-Louis Hanon. The studies are organized into four units, each focusing on mastering a particular skill. Performance
suggestions for each study are included, along with composer biographies and suggested practice alternatives for the Hanon
etudes. Includes 16 studies by Czerny, 5 by Burgmuller (including "The Pearls" and "The Storm"), and 8 by Heller (including
"Through Wind and Rain" and "Novelette").
Czerny's Op. 718 is a set of 24 studies that emphasize training of the left hand. The work is not a collection of left-hand solo
studies as one might guess from the title, though it focuses on the dexterity of the left hand. The studies include the following types
of technique: scales, double thirds, full (four-note) chords, arpeggios, skips, melody and accompaniment in the left-hand part, and
many others.
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Op. 261 is a set of studies that covers a wide range of technical problems in a short, clear manner. They are appropriate
for both early and advanced pianists. Techniques include arpeggios, change of fingers on repeated notes, change of
hand position, chords, and many others. This collection is very suitable for students with small hands because exercises
in octave playing are not included.
Brahms brilliantly captured the spontaneity and passion of Hungarian gypsy music in his 21 Hungarian Dances. In this
volume containing the first 10 dances, editors Carol Ann Bell and Digby Bell have scrutinized all available autograph
manuscripts of the duet, solo and orchestral versions and compared them with the earliest printed editions to produce the
most scholarly, critical body of these works available today. Performance notes, helpful fingering suggestions, ornament
realizations, and a wealth of historical background are provided.
Because it deals effectively and practically with technical problems found in virtuoso keyboard music, Op. 849 has
remained one of the most widely used of Czerny's collections. Each of the 30 exercises for advanced level pianists is
preceded by instructions on how it should be played and the specific goal of that exercise. This book is a necessary tool
for practicing pianists. 64 pages.
This Masterwork collection, edited by Maurice Hinson, contains performance analysis for each of the 20 studies.
Biographical and historical information are also included. 56 pages.
Split into two volumes (item 29 and 107), this edition concentrates on areas of performance practice such as dynamics,
expressive character, fingering, ornamentation, phrasing, rhythmic treatment and tempo. This collection has been
compiled for intermediate to moderately advanced students, and to assist the teacher and performer, utilizes four levels
of grading (early intermediate, intermediate, late intermediate and early advanced.)
Brahms brilliantly captured the spontaneity and passion of Hungarian gypsy music in his 21 Hungarian Dances. In this
volume containing dances 11-21, editors Carol Ann Bell and Digby Bell have scrutinized all available autograph
manuscripts of the duet, solo and orchestral versions and compared them with the earliest printed editions to produce the
most scholarly, critical body of these works available today. Performance notes, helpful fingering suggestions, ornament
realizations, and a wealth of historical background are provided.
As there are several hundred piano studies by Czerny, it might become confusing to attempt to pick out the most effective
exercises. To overcome this problem, Heinrich Germer, the original editor, chose those he thought were best. Willard A. Palmer
has made several changes to metronome markings, fingerings and pedal indications where he felt certain passages needed
clarification. This international edition is presented with text in Spanish, French, and Italian.
Comprised of 60 challenging and musically satisfying exercises, this book accentuates dynamics, rhythm and sensitivity to tempo.
With a steady progression of difficulty, these rigorous studies also strengthen the hand, build greater flexibility and enhance finger
dexterity. The exercises are transposed and written out in every key. Notations for fingering, dynamics and tempo have been
included by the editor.
Etudes are musical compositions that focus on improving technique. Book 1 in this series features high quality elementary piano
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etudes by famous pianist-teachers in a variety of styles. Each etude is prefaced with useful composer facts and practice advice.
Technical study at the elementary level is characterized by playing in parallel motion and contrary motion in five-finger patterns,
simple hands-together coordination, two-note slurs, three-note slurs, basic articulations (staccato, legato, repeated notes), broken
chords, and more.
Scriabin was the precursor of many trends in 20th-century music-chord clusters, melodic fragmentation, serialism, and the
psychedelic combination of sounds and colors now called "mixed media." In this compilation of 30 contrasting pieces, the editor
has included notations on fingering, pedaling and phrasing.
This edition contains 13 of the most beautiful and useful movements from Beethoven's most popular sonatas. These intermediate
to early advanced piano sonata movements are expertly edited by Dr. Maurice Hinson. This volume includes helpful performance
suggestions, a suggested order of study, and editorial markings that are easily distinguished from Beethoven's notations.
Re-engraved, corrected editions by Artur Schnabel, with Schnabel's notes and comments in five languages. Volume One contains
Sonatas One through Seventeen and Volume Two contains Sonatas Eighteen through Thirty-Two.
Compiled primarily for intermediate students, this collection contains an appealing selection of 15 works by Brahms. Included is an
intriguing history of the composer's life, education and gift as a composer. In addition to a discussion on Brahms' style of
composition, performance suggestions are included. Editorial markings have been added for pedaling and fingering.
Internationally renowned concert pianist Joseph Banowetz presents this definitive collection of original masterworks by Johannes
Brahms, featuring a comprehensive preface, composer biography, vintage photographs, and detailed performance notes on the
solos. This anthology spans a wide spectrum of Brahms's most-loved piano works that have remained popular over time. Titles: *
Scherzo, Op. 4 * Ballade, Op. 10, No. 1 * Waltzes, Op. 39, Nos. 1 (B major), 2 (E major), 3 (G-sharp minor), 5 (E major), 8 (B-flat
major), 9 (D minor), and 15 (A-flat major) * Klavierstí_cke, Op. 76, Nos. 2 (Capriccio, B minor), 4 (Intermezzo, B-flat major), and 7
(Intermezzo, A minor) * Fantasien, Op. 116, Nos. 2 (Intermezzo, A minor), 4 (Intermezzo, E major), and 6 (Intemezzo, E major) *
Three Intermezzos, Op. 117, No. 1 (Intermezzo, E-flat major) * Klavierstí_cke, Op. 118, No. 2 (Intermezzo, A major) *
Klavierstí_cke, Op. 119, No. 3 (Intermezzo, C major) * Hungarian Dances, WoO 1, No. 2 (D minor) * Sarabandes, WoO 5 posth.,
Nos. 1 (A minor), and 2 (B minor) * and Two Rhapsodies, Op. 79, Nos. 1 (B minor), and 2 (G minor)
Vorschule Im Klavierspiel, Op. 101, by Ferdinand Beyer (1803--1863) was first published in 1860. Since that time, it has been
used by piano students throughout the world, especially in Asian countries. When compared with piano methods written in the 20th
and 21st centuries, it appears more like a technique book than a piano method. This edition has been edited to be useful for
today's piano students, either as a method (with teacher guidance) or as a supplementary book.
This collection contains some of the greatest melodic treasures from the piano repertoire, with special emphasis on Chopin, Grieg,
Schubert and Tchaikovsky. The collection is organized in progressive order of difficulty, beginning with easier selections and
progressing to the more difficult.
When pupils are assigned good-quality etudes, their technique improves dramatically. Book 2 in this series features late
elementary piano etudes by such noted composers as Czerny, Gurlitt, Köhler, Löschnorn, Rebikov and Schytte. The compilation
concentrates on level-appropriate essentials such as shaping phrases with two and three voices, playing a left hand melody with
right hand chords, extended hand positions, melodic octaves, Alberti bass, descending scales and more. Each etude is prefaced
with concise composer facts and helpful practice advice.
In 1845, Robert Schumann embarked on an intense course of contrapuntal studies. This led him to rent a pedalboard attachment
for his piano, inspiring him to write pieces specifically for pedal piano, including these etudes. The great French composer
Georges Bizet arranged the Six Etudes in Canon Form, Op.56 for one piano, four hands. These etudes are not simply technical
finger exercises like Hanon or Czerny, but true works of art like the Chopin etudes. They make wonderful music while working the
muscles of the hands and fingers.
Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg wrote many small masterpieces. Included in this 144-page edition are 45 of his most popular
and useful works, including "Anitra's Dance," "Peer Gynt Suite,: "March of the Dwarfs," and "Wedding-Day in Troldhaugen."
Fingering, phrasing, pedaling and dynamics that underscore the musical structure have been added by editor Henry Levine.
Included is a very insightful biography on Grieg as well as a thematic index.
When pupils are assigned good-quality etudes their technique improves dramatically. Book 2 in this series features late
elementary piano etudes by such noted composers as Czerny, Gurlitt, Köhler, Löschnorn, Rebikov and Schytte. The compilation
concentrates on level-appropriate essentials such as shaping phrases with two and three voices, playing a left hand melody with
right hand chords, extended hand positions, melodic octaves, Alberti bass, descending scales and more. Each etude is prefaced
with concise composer facts and helpful practice advice.

Book 2 of this series includes etudes selected for technique and musicality, Hanon exercises, and information about each
composer. It is carefully organized into four units, each focusing on mastering a particular skill. A must-have for any
studio teacher or serious piano student.
This Masterwork collection, edited by Maurice Hinson, contains performance analysis for each of the 20 studies.
Biographical and historical information are also included.
French composer, teacher and pianist Gabriel Fauré is remembered for the beauty and elegance of his music as well as
for his harmonic and melodic innovations. This critical edition addresses sources, discrepancies and performance issues
(tempi, pedaling, fingering, style, interpretation and technique). The preface also includes historical, cultural, and social
background.
A three-volume series that provides the intermediate-level pianist with classical music that is appropriate for the worship
service. Pieces are arranged in each volume alphabetically and by classification (Preludes, Offertories, Solos,
Postludes).
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